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We understand 
all too well the 
nuances of com-
pliance codes. We 
take great pride in 
working with our 
clients on a project 
by project basis, 
making sure they 
get exactly what 
they need. Safety is 
critical to providing 
the best environ-
ment at every 
location, and our 
products are built 
to offer that. Using 
aluminum for ADA 
ramp solutions is 
a must because it 
can create a truly 
compliant solution 

that will outlast 
other materials, 
offering continual 
compliance over 
the course of many 
years. Beyond ADA, 
we can meet com-
pliance standards 
like IBC, OSHA, and 
most local codes. 

EZ-ACCESS 
Modular Access 
Systems have a 
permanent, slip-re-
sistant surface and 
smooth, continuous 
handrails for safe 
traversing in all 
weather conditions. 
They provide max-
imum stability by 
utilizing their own 

base rather than 
being buried into 
the ground. Our 
systems ship within 
24 to 48 hours and 
can be installed the 
same day, making 
sure every project 
has a prompt, safe 
solution. 

Another safety 
benefit? Aluminum 
ramps won’t warp 
or deteriorate over 
time like wood. An 
aging, misshapen 
ramp is both a 
tripping hazard 
and an impasse for 
individuals reliant 
on a mobility device 
like a wheelchair. 
Our durable ramp 
systems are made 
of high-quality 
aluminum that is 
corrosion-resistant 
and ready for years 

of maintenance- 
free use.

Our TITAN™ 
Code Compliant 
Modular Access 
System is suited 
for all of your code 
compliant egress 
needs, whether 
you’re replacing a 
wood ramp system 
or steps due to wear 
and tear or adding 
compliant access to 
an existing struc-
ture. Our modular 
parts allow for safe, 
creative solutions. 
We offer up smart 
ways to get systems 
around tricky cor-
ners or fit ramps on 
sites with limited 
space. No matter 
the project, we have 
the experts and the 
products to make 
your site safe.
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When a person can’t easily access a place, wheth-

er it’s work, a voting location, or any number of 

public spaces, they risk injuring themselves trying 

to do so. EZ-ACCESS Modular Access Systems 

are designed for safe ingress and egress. They’re 

code-compliant, following specific guidelines 

to ensure safe public access, and made entirely 

from aluminum, a material that can offer un-

matched durable ramp construction. We recently 

spoke to Mike Johnson, national vice president 

of commercial and industrial sales at EZ-ACCESS, 

about how the company’s aluminum ramp and 

access systems meet compliance standards set 

by the ADA, IBC, and OSHA—and how important 

that is to every project.

Ask the 
Expert

How do  
aluminum  

ramp systems 
lead to safer 

projects?

Mike Johnson,  

Vice President of Commercial and 

Industrial Sales, EZ-ACCESS
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EZ-ACCESS Modular Access Systems 
have a permanent, slip-resistant 
surface and smooth, continuous 
handrails for safe traversing in all 
weather conditions.


